Area of Concentration | Summer School
---|---
Source System(s) | IMPACT SIM Summer
Data Discrepancy | Students Without Summer Programs Selected
Definition | This metric identifies students who are enrolled in a Summer School and do not have a Summer Program selected in SIM Summer.

**Why is this important?** In order to facilitate accurate district-level reporting of students who attend a Summer Program, each student enrolled in SIM Summer must have a Summer Program selected.

**Note:** Students attending Summer Bridge (to include Summer Acceleration) will have their value automatically populated. School users will **not** be able to select/change these auto-populated values.

**Mitigation/Resolution Process**

The following steps detail how to select a Summer Program for a student:

1. Using the Status Coordinator or Principal role, perform a search to locate and open the record of the student in question.

2. On the **Student Demographics** page, under the **Overview** tab, scroll down to the **Summer Program** panel.

3. Under the **Summer Program** panel, click the **Summer Program** drop-down, and select the applicable Summer Program for the student. Note that a student can be indicated as participating in one Summer Program only in SIM Summer.